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6 3. introduction 
Given a category g and a dirarcted set A, there is. of course, the well-known cate- 
gory &+t of&““~c:r S~SWRS in C OEW,A. AIoreover, if tf is cocompletc there is a co- 
limit functor from fEn to & In certain ctintexts, however, it is desirable to be able 
simultaneously toconsider direct systems in Q over variable directed sets. For 
exampie, every group is the union of its finitely-generated subgroups, but different 
groups piainly give rise in this way to direct systems of finitely-generated subgroups 
over different directed sets. 
Our main objective in this paper is to describe aprocedure for extending runctors 
from a category of groupoIV0 to the category (91 of groups representable ascolimits 
of direct systems af groups in + OJO. The procedure may be described as extmion 
6y coccwtiwit_v and doubtless exists in abstract form in the Iderature; our emphasis 
here is on its relevance to the concrete category of groups. The original motivation 
for introducing this procedure for a category of groups was to introduce arbitrary 
Abelian coefficient groups; into a general cohomology theory; this application will 
constitute the subject matter of a subsequent paper 161. 
In $) 2, we define the category QS of’ direct systems in @ over arbitrary directed 
sts. This category contains the category Q” for each directed set A but is much 
more than their union. it turns out that an important echnical notion in@ is that 
of ajibre-~~~~; this notion spectiites that of a hbred category in the sense of Gray 
and Grothendieck [4,S) and enables us to define pull-backs in OS provided 6 has 
pull-backs. Moreover if 01 is cocomplete there is a direct limit functor lim: 6 s 3 c 
which coincides on @ with the direct limit iid. 
3 
In 53, we specialize to the case Nfhen 0 is zcategory of groups. We use this 
* Since we are exclusively concerned in this paper with index categories which are directed se& 
we speak of dimt hits instead of calimits. Our results would genetake to quusi-fl~r~~ 
indtx categdos @38 ( I, 2) 1. 
** Present address: Cornell University, Ithaca, lU.Y., USA. 
specialization exclusively to establish the key lemma, -which appears in the literature, 
that direct limits commute with pull-bucks (Lemma 3.6). Thus any cocompfcte 
category enjoying this propertv would suffice for our theory. We show that, with 
a mild hypothesis onNO and Ml. the category of fractions with respect to liz: 
O$ -+N1 IS equivalent to%I ; ;rnd this gives us the theorem on extending functars 
from MO to MI referred to above. The hypothesis is satisfied, for example, ifM, is 
the category of finitely-generated Abelian groups, when ‘-i)l is the category of 
Aibelian groups; this is, essentially, the example with which out- application in [6j 
is concerned. 1Iowevet, the hypothesis is viokd if (9, is the category of finitely- 
generated groups, when OE, is the category of groups. tn 54 we replace the original 
hypothesis by one ~tisfied in this case. The result we get is not quite as strong as 
in 5.3. Functors s:itisfying acertain rather lbvious condition may, as before, be 
cstendcd from iti,, to Nl ; but WC can oniy guarantee cocontinuity (se (3.19)) 
wit !I respcC:t t0rn’kphibnrs tit .t k+rn from I$ f0; some A. 
In 5 5 WC pmc ;f ther>renr onexactness in05’ and direct limits and in 56 we 
nrakc sot:~c’ rumarks of an esploratury nature with respect o fibte-maps and their 
possible I& III rl hypotheticst homdopy theory of directed sets. In 53 we describe 
in olitline a r&ted approach to the central problem of this paper, duets F.Ufmer. 
The author had the benefit of many fruitful conversations with H.H.Starter in 
dwdc ping the idea:; deployed in this paper. 
5 2. Oirect systems; fibre-maps; direct limits 
Let Q be a category. Then the crrtegary of &wet systems in & written @. is 
defined as follows. An object of &Es is a pair (A ; C) where A is a directed set and 
c.= :C$faort ) is a JG, ‘-w system in 15 over the directed set A. A ~~~~~~~rn of QS 
(2.1) 
It is evident &ad, with the obvious d~~niti~n of ~~~~p~siti~n of *~~r~~~is~~s~S~ 
is a category. M~reovct, here is sn evident embeddingP : (;F -@, whereby the 
objict C PIE embedded as the dirr3Ct system {CJ over a sin&ton set. so that we may 
introduce the notiotrs of limit and colimit in the category@? It is also plsin hw 9 
functor F : ($+Z induces a furlctor FS : QS -+?tl’. 
D&titian 2.2. Let AJ be nun-empty directed sets. A monotone function 
p : A + B is called a fik-nzup if, given fi’%+ p(a), there exist9 a’ > Q with &a’) = 0’. 
A morphism @ z (0, q.) af @ is called a fik~~~q~ if p is a fibremap. (Notice that 
a fibre-map is automatically cofind.) 
We now in1 ruduce the sfu&&xf fizctmi~dm of a morphism of 0 s. Thus ! given 
a : (A; C) -+ @!?;D.) as above, we define the diagram 
as foilaws. A _ -” c A X B consists of those pairs (cy, fi) with 4 3 p(a); this is ptainfy a 
directed set under the order relation induced by the product order on A X B. 
Fur ther cw = C& and the morphism cq -, CaP#~P Q G Q’, 0 aQ @I, is just faae. We 
next define Q = (a, I & where a(a) = (a, p(a)) and 1, = t : 6,+ Cap(a18 Then 0 is 
plainly monotone and. as we show, cafinat. For, given Q, 0 with 0 a p(a)* we use 
the cofinahty of p to infer or’ a Q with p(a’) a@; then (a’, da’)) 3 (a, 4). It is now 
obvious that @ is a morphism of g s. 
We define 8 = (z, 1.). where ;(a. It) = a and lair = 1 : cw --+ Ch. Again it is clear 
that 8 is a morphism of QS dnd,..moreover, 
(2.4) &#= f : (A;C.)+(A;c.). 
with 0 > p(a) and given 0 > & then (a, 0’) & A ami P(tr, P’) = P’, (a, P’la (a, P)* 
Moreover, $. satisfies the required commutativity relation. For if (a, 6). la”,fl’) E a4 
with (a, 0) 6 (a’, 0’) then we have the diagram 
where the top square commutes by (2.1) and the bottom square commutes because 
D. is a direct system over B. 
This completes the description of the standard factorization, for, plainly, 
(2.5) *=o. ,_4 
QJ 
We next relate the notions of fibrcg-map and pull-back. First we place ourselves 
in the category z “E of directed sets and monotone functions. tiet 
A 
W) $ P 
B--y-X 
be a diagram in %E and let 
be the pull-back of (2.6) in tile underlying category of sets. Then Y may be given 
$2. Direct systems; fibremaps; direct limits 
‘i... 
5 
the structure sf an ordered set in the obvious way and p’, u’ are then monotone 
functions. 
Proof: (a) Let (ai, pi, E Y, i = 1 ,2; thus P@$ = “(si>* Choose 0 3 /.$ l 02 and then 
choose a 3 al ‘Q[~ such that ~a) 3 o@‘). Since o is a fibre-map, we may find fl>, 0 
with OIp) = p(a). Then (a, 8) E Y and (ar, p) 3 &, P,}, i = I,?. 
[b) Let @, /?) E Y and Q’ > or. Then ~(a’) 3 p(a) = u@). Since u is a fibre-map, 
we may find fl’ ;l;p with u@‘) = CR’. 
(c) ‘We must shaw o’ eofinal. Let fl E B and chtme or E i4 with p(a) 3 a@). Since 
o is a fibre-map, there exists /?’ 3 p with otp’) = p(a). Then (a, 0’) E Y ant! a’@, 0’) = 
p’28- 
(d) kt 
be a commutative diagram in %& Then, since {2.7) is the pull-back in the category 
af tits, there is a unique function 7 : P + Y such that p’r = 3, 0’7 = 5. It remains 
ta show that P is monotone cofinal. 
Now 7 is defined by r(q) = (ji(ql), 5{~))~ q E ya It is thus plain that, 3 and 5 
being mnotone, r is monotone. Suppose now that (cr.& E Y. Then there exist 
& sl” in r with @$) 3 Q, GQj’) > 0. Choose q 3 q*, p”. Then &q) 3 Q, 5(q) 3 fl, 
so r(1)) 3 (a, 8) and t is cofinat. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Next suppose given a diagram in Qs 
where * is a fibre-map and suppo;ie that $ admits pull-backs. Then, for each 
7 ;=: (ol, p) E Y we may construct he pult-back, in 0, 
6 
Moreovek if 7’ 3 7,~’ = (a’$), a straightforward argument yields a morphism 
krr’ : Fr + Fr, such that 
and 15: = { F’+ krr’ } is then a direci system in Q over Y, and a’ = (Jo’% so’.), \z1’ = 
(u’,JI’.)arethenmarphi~~(Y;F.)-+(A;C.),(Y;F.)-*(B;D.j.inOSwith~’a 
fibre-map. L 
Theorem 2.12. ‘fie d&grim . 
u?# 
wF.1 - (AX) 
Roof: The diagram obviously commutes. Suppose now that we have the commuta- 
t ive diagram 
(F;F*) 9 (AS3 
Then, as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we have a unique 7 : b Y such that 
$7 = 3, 017 = 0. Given q E F, consider the diagram 
Sincf: (2.10) is a pull-bac!c; in Q, there is a unique Oq : Fq + Ftit7, such that 
Again a straightforward argument establishes the commutativity of the diagram 
8 - 
whefeqbL$and$-.= {F?;~~,~.ThusT=ft;6.):(~;~.)~(Y;F.)istheunique 
mrphism such that 
and the theorem is proved. 
We now turn out attention to the direct limit functor. We assume Q cocomplete 
so that, for any directed set-A, we may form the category CA of direct systems in 
6 wet A and we have the direct limit 
Now let p : 
given by pa 
A + B be a morphism of $e ; then p induces the functor 
p* :&B +QA 
The folfowing theorem appears in many pIaces with varying degrees of generality 
[see e.g. + [Z] , Theorem 3.7); we suppress the proof. 
Theorem 2.15. iimB = ii& 0 p* . 
4 3 
* In this referena, we alkw moqpneral index categories but p is orteane; this latter restriction 
is, however, quite unnecejsofy to the axgument. 
8 Miiiton, D&ct systems und @wtots on grvups 
We now define a functot JimS : &’ +& by the rule 
3 
lim’(d : Cl&) = lid (CJ , 
-+ -b 
and for <p .= (p. 9.) : (A : Ca) -+ (B; D& 
where ($, j is the evident morphism (C&j + (p*(D&) in aA + that is, v$ : clx -@Da 
is just s, : C& -+ Dd,). 
TJeorem 2.16. limS is a finctot left-ax#ohzt, left-inverse tothe embed-&g functor 
P: Q -+os. 
Proof: That li~$ is a functor fuilows from Theorem 2. I S together with the evident 
relation 
where (0, $k)(p, g.) = (up, 0.). 
Let us write LA, Ls for Ii? y ii$ and p II p for the constant embeddings 
p4 :Q-+(5”,ps:Q4q recall that p = P was defined at the beginning of this 
section). Then. LA @ = i and there is a natural transformation &t : I +P4tA and 
(2.18) LA71A =1, nApR = 1, allA* 
It is obvious that tsF = 1. We define I? : 1 + PsLs by 
&d ; c,) = llA : {A ; CJ + (0; 1 A (C,)) , 
where 0 is the singleton set and lid = (0, I& SQ that $ : Ca + L’(C!) iio the 
morphism given by 8. It is then obvious that (2.18) imply 
(2.19) LV= 1, nSPS= t y 
and the theorem is proved* We may express this theorem simply by saying that the 
direct limits in eachgA yield 3 direct limit in as. 
We close this section with an elementary remark about the relation of direct 
limits to the standard factorization (2.3). Let # : (A ; C.) --+ (B;D.) be a‘morphism 
in@ withQ,=(p.q.)whereq :C +DPcu) is invertible for each cx E A so that 
cs,A ) : (C,) --, PyD@! is inv&&e 4 GA . ft fokws that I~IJ#  & imerti’ble in a. 
In particular, we have in (2.3) 
(2.20) limS6)= I, lim’$$= I, limS8=limS$ . 
3 4 3 + 
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5 3. tNrect systems of groups 
9 
J_.et (i) be the category of groups and let (9, cat be full subcategories of (9 such 
that the objects of@,+ are precisely the images of objects of@: under the direct 
limit functor 
We make the following hypothesis throughout this section. 
Hypothesis 3.1. If 
% 
1 
(3.2) G; -G 1 
is a diagram in@$, with C,, Gh E 16, I, G, E iti, f , then the (C%j pull-back of (3.2) 
is in OSO. 
Now we may pa to the CNQJCI~ uffracf&s relative to the$rect limit functor. 
We denote this by Q&. There is an embedding functor i :Q$ +(gg and ijm extends 9 
to a functor 
3 
L :&iii -4 _ . 
“s such that Li = I$. Recall that we obtain ($5, from$ by adjoining to the latter 
formal inversessf those morphisms @ such that IimcP is an isomorphism. Thus a 
morphism of(t), from (,4 ; C.) to (B;D.) is repre&ted by a @I 
where (A ’ ; C! ) = (A; C.), (A*; C?) = (B; D.), the arrows from left to right are 
morphisms ,of@$ and the ~TRWS from right to left are morphisms #of cs)s; such 
that iim@ is an isomorphism. 
ti?rna.in theorem is the following: recall that we assume Hypothesis 3. I. 
Theorem 3.5. The fuwtor (3.3) 
The proof depends on the following lemma, certainly well-known if we replace 
as byctiA. 
10 l? Hi&m Dbct systems inad firtctws on groups 
Lemma 3.6. The direct limit in MS commutes with pull-b&s of fibre-mups 
The Eemma means the following. Sa~ppose given, in #‘, the diagram 
(3.7) 
L 
(A ; C.-l -c 
\ 
* =tPsQJ 9' I\ Q L , (X;E) 
/ 
&& -E 






vhere (i) the square on the right is a pull-back. (ii) the horizontal arrows are the 
direct limit functor with 
L@=lp. L4f=$. 
(ii1 I 31 is a fit‘re-map. 
We may then <:onstruct the pull-back of Qi, and \1cI as in $2, 
(B; b.) 
and the lemma rtaims that L( I’; F.) = F, La’ = 9’. LP’ = JI’. 
Roof of lemma: Recall that the direct limit is constructed from the system (C&) of 
groirps over A by setting ui, the obvious equivalence r lation on U 
ing in the resulting set C of equivafence classes the obvious grou#g P
ca and defin- 
ructure. Our 
task is simply to define, for each 7 E U, a homomorphism oT : Fr + F such that 
(a) oy = w&+ if yS y'; 
W every z f F is in the irixqe of kome w ; 
(c) if WV(a) = e, then k&a) = cs for som& a +y, a f F.,- 
We define W? in the obvious 
x E C& y EDa with pl[a) = o(p), 
equivalence classes in C, D of x, y S 
J~LBQo([x], ly])EFandkeset 
# 3. Lhri?w systerrls of #?uups 
Then o is plainly a homomorphism. Also k ,(x, y) is just (f,,,(x), g ,Cy)) so (a) 
is plainly satisfied. We now prove (b). Let z =y[x], Iv) ),x E Ca, y Ef&, g(x) = 
+Lv] .Chpwse a’ 3 a with ~(a’) 3 o(P, and then, using the fact that u is a fibre-map, 
choose 0’ 3 fl with u@‘) = ~(a’). Since we may replace x, y by x( = f’&,(x), y’ = 
&), there is no real loss of generality in supposing that, originally, p(a) = a(P). 
. Thus there exists 5 2 p(a) such 
that 
h 
p(a), t %@) = $(a)* t:J/,tr) ’ 
where E = {E ;h& Choose /3”>B so that o@“) 2 4 and choose a’ > a so that 
PM’) 2 ~(8n~* k QW choose 0 l fl” so that u@‘) = &a’). Then 
Thus ifx’ = f;wdx)V,V’ = gel o), then [x’] = [Xl, Iv’1 = [_,,I , cp,r(X) = $&“), SO 
(x’, $1 E F,,, y* = (a’, @). fhis proves (b). ’ 
To prove (cl, let Q = (x, y), x E Cm y E f+, &cn) = cr(p), &x) = #&y). Since 
[xl = e, Iv) = es there exist Q’ 3 a, /3’ > 0 such that fcba$x) = e, gsB4y) = e. Now 
choose bq’ > a’ such that p(ot”) 3b u(jY) and then choose fl” 3 8 such that u(p”) = 
p(ar”). Then v = (ti, #S’?) E Y and k,,~+) = e. 2 
Plainly L#’ = g’, L@’ = 3/’ and so the lemma is completely proved. 
Proof of Mm 3.5. We first show that L is full. We suppose (A; C), (&D.) in 
(9: with L(A ; C.) = C, L(B; D.) = D and ‘p : CI* D in <tit. We consider the diagram 
I’ 
B-0 
where 0 is the singleton set, and pull-back to obtain Y = A X 8, since obviously a 
function to a singleton is a fibre-map. We then consider the diagram 
(.4X) 
where +&) = &], i(,cy) = Iv), x E Ca,y EDB. We then pull back (3.9) to obtain 
(Y;F.)--+ Ji (AX) 
12 I? Hiltan, l&c t systems and fumttm on gmups 
By Hypothesis 3.1, (Y; F.) is an object of @$. By Lemma 3.6, we obtain from (3. IO), 
on passing to the direct limit, 
?s since (3.11) is a pull-back. Thus @ is invertibte in MO and t( MP” ) = p. We call the 
path @V1 canstruzted above the miMrztz! pputh from (A; C.) ta (&LX). 
Next we show that L is faithhi. Our first-step is to qhow how every path (3.4) 
may be shortened. Thus let us suppose given 
(A ; C.) L C 
where $ is an isomorphism and $19 = q,8 : C + D. Then L(Q-‘QI) = 8. If @ were a 
fibre-map -we could apply Lemma 3.6 (and Hypothesis 3.1) to infer a pull-back 
square i.n ME 
(B;-D.) - (X; E.) 
* 
whose direct timit is the pull-back square 
with ~0’. therefore, an isomorphism, so that 0s = $I’ and #’ is invertible in MO ;“s 
tTKWtXWer 
in($. This process, q@ied successively, would clearly enable us to shorten t3.4) 
to a path of length m = 2; however, the validity of the process appears to depend on 
9 being a fibremap. 
We now show that, in fact, this is not so. We validate the process by invoking 
the standard factorization (2.3). Civet1 (3.12) without the additional propcxty that 
\It is a fibre-map, we apply the standard factorization to 9. Thus we obtain 
(3.13) 
(A ; Cm) , 
i 
* 
(S;D.) + ----+ (X; K) . * fibre-map, +@ = JI, &# = 1 . 
It immediately foJows that L@) = I, L(6) = 1, L( @) = L(Jc), SO that 6.9.6 and 3; 
are invertible in CqO and a* = 8. We apply the pu&back aqument atrcady given 
aibove (with $ now replacing JI) to abtaiin 
Then, setting * ’ = i%P1 we have 
~10 that the shortening pr~ess works quite geneglly. 
We have new proved that any morphism af tug ftom (,4 ; C.) to (8; D. ). say, 
inducing 9 : C +D in the limit, may &e written in the form 
where L(q) = $ ia an isomorphism, II @) = s ;md GgW1 = q. We will prove that 
(3.15) replresents the same morphisn@ 8s the minimal ppath constructed in 
proving that L is fuil; this will est&li;stl the fact that L is faithful. 
NQW (compare (3.91, (3.10)) the diagram 
(P;&-+A;C.) 
commutes; for if y E P and x EF * then lp[$ (x)] = ip&[x] = &J = [$&IX)]. Thus 
there exists a unique morphism T @! (y; F.) --, IY; F.) such that 
From the second of thcsesquations we get? by passing to the limit. that t(T) = ;cI 
so that T is invertible in@& Thus (3.16) yields 
and the theorem is completely proved. 
Remark. In a cizkulus of jfiuctions (see [ 3f ) one assumes as an axiom that, given 
with the horizonta1 arrow ‘invertiblk’, one may find a commutative square 
wrth the dotted horizotitaf arrow also ‘fnvertible’. We do not have this situation in 
t$. For the axiom, requires that if we form a category of fractions by formally in- 
verting certain morphisms of &, then the square should commute i& . In our situa- 
tion we obtained from 
(A ; C.) 
a square (see (3.14)) 
w I P 
(l3; D.) - Jt (X;E) 
with a’ invertibie, which commutes idYo hut not inCU& On the other hand, ou!: “s 
category of fractions has a simplifying feature not present in general, namely, the 
existence of minimal paths. 
We give one consequence of Theorem 3.5. We first observe the following ciemen- 
tary fact. 
hf. Suppose L(A 1) = LQA 2) 2 B. Thetn, L being fu!l and faithful, there are unique 
mclrphismsa : At *AZ,& : A, c* A 1 such that L(a) := L(at’) = 1 B and Q’L)Y = i e41 ., 
cd = 1 A~. Thus any two pre-images of8 are ~~~u#i~udty equivaknt. so that there is 
flo ambiguity in setting F = F& t CM objects and morphisms. 6;‘ is plainly uniquely 
determined by the equation FL = FO and is evidently a functor. 
Ruof, Consider the diagram 
(‘3.20) 
The property demanded of F is precisely that which yields a (unique) functor 3 
of the category of fractions Cbo into the category of fraction5 @. We now apply 9i 
Proposition 3.17 (with f$ in that proposition replaced bv Ll;bs) to obtain F, . It IS 
plain that (3.191 dock detctmine F, uniqueiy, since, as & showed in proving 
Theorem 3.5, @ven a morphism 9 in CY1 there dots exist a morphism CE, inO: with 
lim QI = 9 (namely, the a of (3.10)). 
We remark ttra? (3.19) obviously implies that I$ Fi(@) is an equivalence if 
“i;m # is an equivaletice, sothat the force of the theorem is that this neoess;lry con- 
dition for the existence of Ft is also a sufficient condition. An application of 
Theorem 3.18 will b found in 161. 
16 
5 4. The category of finitely-generated groups 
WC would wish to be able to apply Theorem 3.18 to the case in whichNO is the 
category of finitely-generated groups, so that (b$ =t% However this is not possible 
as the theorzn stands ince Hypothesis 3.1 would be violated in this case. On the 
other hand &6:e do then have the ‘duaC” hypothesis, nameiy 
Hypothesis ,4,D. Let W. E i$ sibl2 with f3, complete and cocompiete. If
Thus, in yract ice,(dz s Nor Ah. the category of Abetian groups. as raarked, 
Hypothesis 4. I holds ifNo is the category of finitely-generated groups and 
rsi, “l)$z =(rZ. 
Our object is to prove a theorem similar to Theorem 3.5 under Hypothesis 4. f . 
WC make a preliminary observation. Suppose (A ; C) E )rUsl and 19 (A ;C.) = C, 
Let B be any directed set. Then A X B is also a directed set and we may define the 
object (A X Bt c.) of #I by 
where. as usual, C. = { Ca; fclrag ). Moreover, there is an obvious morphism 
11: (A X B;C.)-+(A;C.)such that - 
(4.3) lim H = I,. 
3 
We till make heavy USC of II in this section. We may say we obtain c. by ‘blowing 
up’ the indexing set by means of B. 
We next prove a lemma 
Lemma4.4. Let Iip(Y;C.)=C, limfY;D.)=D, with(Y;C),(Y;D.) inO$andlet 
4 : C -* D. Then under &pothed4.t, them exists a path 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, except hat we operate with the 
tlxcd directed set Y which may now be omit ted from the notation. WC replace 
(U; D) in (3.9) with the constant system (D) over Y so that we obtain the pull-back 
(3.10) 
By Hypothesis 4.1, (Ii’.) is in $. Mcmz~ver, applying I, to (4.7) we obtasn 
c i c ----b 
so that A is invertible and the existence of (4.5) is proved. We call the path we have 
constructed the l&se +JP@I fro% (Y; C.) to (Y; D.). WC now show that any path of 
the farm (4.~5) is equivalent in$ to the base-path. 
Suppose that we are given the *path, in(U& 
(4.8) (VS.)% (Y;E.) *# +---(Y;D.). 
L(a’-1r’)=g, r’=(l,~!), A”=(l,6:). 
We pull (4.8) back and then push out again, obtaining 
Thus T‘\zI’ = A@’ so there exists 63 : (k?‘) + (E.) with 
(4.12) 8r’“=r, $A”=A. 
From (4.9) we also have 
(4.13) @r” = r’, @“ly = A’ . 
By applying I, to (4.9) we readily conctude that A”, and hence also 8’, are invertible 
in (_;a. Then d4.12) shows thart 69 is aliu, invertible in 6p. and (4.12), (4.13) show 
that 
s in (Q proving the lemma. 
Suppose now given (A ; C.), (B; D.) in(Ht with tim (A ; C.) = C, lim (&D.) = D 
+ 4 
and q : C + D. A standbd pparh from (A; C.) to (B; D.) is a path of the form 
(4.14.) (A;C.)- I1 (A X B;c.) 1~2 (A X B; E.) -%AXB;L).)-‘&l:D.). 
inducing 4 in the limit, with I’and A the identity on A X B. 
hf. Ci) is contained in Lemma 4.4, together with (ci.3). To prove (ii), consider 
the standard 1-pat tr 
There are fhen diugu,MI murphisms Vi : (A; C. ) --+ (AX,& Cf), i = 1, 2, and 
v : (A ; i3.b -+ (AX A ; II. 1 and, by restricting to the diagonal, morphisms 
such that thi diagmm 
(A:Cl2(AXA:C!) -E-L(AX A;D.)&AXA;C+$A;C) 
commutes; moreover, every morphism in thi 
fs 
diagram induces the identity in the 
limit* Thus the standard I-path is equal, inCBO, to 
7 x 
(A;C-1 ---+A;D.) -(A;C*) 
and hence, by Lemma 4.4, to the identity on (A; Cl). It remains to prove (iii); as a 
notational convenience we write AB fqlr A X l?, etc. Thus we are given the path 




where ‘we may assume I@“) = rp, L(A) = 1 t L(r’) = #I, fJ(A’) = II. let Y = ABX. Then 
we claim there is an obvious commutative diagram *
where eaOV = C’*% etc., and all the morphisms on the battom row are the i&My on 
Y. Thus we consider 
F 
(4.18) (ZY) -3 
again suppressIng the directed set Y from the notation. We may now take the push- 
out 
l - 
(El) ” (ii?.) 
Certainly (8.) is in@: and ri is invertible int$. Thus the path (4.18) is equal to 
with rO = A$, A, = @‘. It follows that the path (4.M) is equal in@, to -‘s 
(4.21) (_A; C) z (1 Y; Z’.) ~~(Y;i7.)~(Y~~.)~(X;G.). 
Now let 
(4.22) (A;C.)~(AK;C~~~(AX;K.)~~A~;~.C)-S(X;C.) 
be the standard &-path from (A; C.) to (X; G.). This path is obviously equal to the 
‘blow-up’ 
? 3 
(4.23) (/i;C.)~(Y:+-+(Y;~.)-(Y;?k)-?*(X;G.) . 
* We use various &f-evident notations, in (4.16) and the red of the prmf, to indicate the effect 
of btowing up the indexing set for a direct system. 
However, a further appkation of Lemma 4.4 tells us that the morphisms (4.23) 
and (4.21) are equal, so the theorem is completely proved. 
3 Let @ip be the subcategory ofQ.$ consisting of standard paths. The following 
corotlary expresses the essential content of Theorem 4.15. 
is fulf md faithful ortd surjecrive on object& 
A very minor modification of the argument of Theorem 3. I8 yields 
Theorem 4.25. Rt@b~e Hypothesis 3. J with Hypothesis 4.1 in the enunciuotion f 
Zktmnr 3. I8 Then the mmh&..n holds except thut (3.19) is only asaemd for 
mrphisms of C$$ which me the iderrtity on thus imkxing ordered sets. 
hoof. We have the diagram (in view of 
i 
L 
PrOposit on 3.17 and Corollary 4.24) 
We have F$’ = Lztj, but we do not guarantee F L = L$! Thus F1 satisfies (3.19) 
on those morphisrns of C!$ whose i-image lies inU0 . ‘sp It isiasily shown that any 
morphism of@s which is the identity on the indexing set is a standard path *, so 
the conclusion P allows; the uniqueness of F, is based, of course, on Lemma 4.4 
which shows that every 9 is the limit of a suitable morphism of%:, namely r. 
Re-4 We could certtinly weaken the hypotheses of Theorem 4.25, since we only 
need F$ to be defined 0n6~~, l however; such a refinement of the e unciation would 
be premature siwe we do not know if@gp is strictly smaller than - o. It certainly d
coincides with%: if both Hypotheses 3.1. and 4.1 are satisfied. 
+ The iugument is a my slight generakation of that proving part (ii) of Theorem 4.15. 
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(5 5. Oirect limits and emctness 
There does not appear to be 3 categorical notion of exactness in Q” even where 
there is 3 categorical notiori of exactness in@. However we may introduce the notion 
of l&al exactness in (Ts if exactness i  defined ing ) namely, 
(5.U (.A;C) 2 (B;L$-(X;E.) , 
is exact; here, 3s usud, Q = (p; q.), \1Ir = (a; JI.), and 
We remark that if <ip, $ in (5.1) belong to SP l then (5, I ) is iocdly exact if and 
only if it is exact in Ls 44. We prove a theorem which serves to justify our insistence 
that the functions lo, u be cofinal. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (5.1) be Q fucally exact sequertce in@. Then the hir seqtmw 
(5.3) 
is uxaet. 
Roof. Certainly ker $1 im 9. Now let y ED with 9(y) = e (where e is as usual, 
the identity element in the appropriate group). Then y = Iv,] for some @ E 8, 
Yg ED, and IJIfl(Y@)l = e. Thus there exists g 3 VW) such that l~@(~).~ $&YP} = e. 
Choose $2 fl with u($) > & Then 
set yg = gpp4yp). Then Y = Iypd and $ptyf14 = e. 
Now choose a so that p(a) 2 $* and set yPtti) = ga~,,lblYp~. Then y =: bplaJ 
and ~p(aAQa)J = e. By virtue of the Locai exactness of (5.2) we have yp(a) = 
@dXa) for some Xa E Ca. Thus y = ++&I and the theorem is proved. 
Of course. Theorem 5.2 carries the implication that locally surjective (injective) 
morphisms of Ws pass in the limit to surjective (injective) homomorphisms. 
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5 6. Fibre-maps 
The notion of fibre-may given in 6 2 is perfectly adequate for our purpose. How- 
ever, a stronger notion would seem to be necessary if one is to develop a ‘homotopy 
theory’ for the category 2%. 
Definition 6. I. lxlt p : 4 + B be a morphism of 2s Let A CA X B be the set of all 
pairs (a. $1 with /3’ 2 p(a). A sfrotrgfibre-map from A to B is a pair (p, 0) where 
p : A -, B and 0 is a monotone function 3 -* A with O(rr,p(cu)) =e a, @jar, $) 3 Q and 
p@(a, 0’) = p’* 
We may loosely say that p is jtseif a strong fibrc-map; then it is plain that a strong 
fibremap is a fibre-map. tt is also plain that the function 3 : 2 + B constructed in 
(2.3) is a strong fibre-map, with B((a, fi), 0’) = (OL, 0’). We may also append to Theo- 
rem 2.8 the complement. 
Roof. Let 0 : s -*l? be given SO that (0, 0) is a strong fibre-map from B to X. We 
define@’ : h Y by 
Rainiy the composite of two fibre-maps i a fibre-map. Likewise we have 
Rool.Supposegivwrp:A-rBwith81:A-*Aando:B~CwithBz:El~B.LRt 
A s A X C consist of pairs (a, 7) with 7 2 ap(cu). We define 8 : j -, A by 
Then 13 is well&fined since 7 > c#ct) and 02@(a), 7) 3 p(a) and it is easy to see 
that (up3 0) is a strong flbre-map. Composition of strong fibre-maps i also plainly 
associative in the obvious sense. 
We give one, rather obvious, application of the notion of a strong fibre-map. Let 
p. p’ : A -J B: we rhen write p G p’ if p(cx) G p’@) for ev$ry at E A. We note that if 
9t, = (p; CF.) : (A ; C.) + (B; D.) in @s, and if p 4 p’, thenhere is a welldefined 
morphism a’ = @‘; p’.) : (A ; C.) -+ (B; D.) where rp’. is given by 
and that, if 0 is cocomplete, then cf, and <b’ induce the same morphism of direct 
timits. We prove 
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Theorem 6.4. Supposegiven u stmng fihre-map (p, 0) : A -+ B, (I functiun T : X + A 
in 2E arrd furtctions 0 G 0’ : X + B in %!E with 0 = p7. 7%en we ~iu_v lifi ahtr intqual- 
ity to art inequality 7 6;; 7’ : X + A with a’ = pf. Ibloreov~r r)(t) = ~(6) ifs’ = (I(&. 
Roof. We simply set 
Plainly 7’ is monotone and 7’ 2 r. so that 7’ is certainly cofinal. Aha p?‘(t) = u’(&) 
and 77”) = ~(1) if u’(t) = o(k j (= &j). 
Tkorem 6.4 is a candidate to be a ‘homotopy lifting theorem’ in any reasonable 
‘homotopy theory’ in 2s. 
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Q 7. 7’b relation to the Kan extmsion 
The author has learni, in conversation with Fritz UImer, of a very general and 
elegant approach to the same problem which also handles the special case with which 
we are concerned in 161. Consider the diagram of categories and functors 
47.1) Q 
where Q is the Yoneda embedding, R IS the reguhr representation R(Y) d&J-, Y), 
F is additive, and EJ(fl, k 
B 
(F) are Kan extensions. Then U!mer remarks that if I; 
is additive (i) E 
P 
(F) 0 R = 
preserves aIl 
J(F), (ii) &Q(F) has a right adjoint. It follows that Q(t;‘) 
co imits preserved by R. Now R preserves lim Y* if, for all objects X 
in Q, a’ 
If we take the exampie of a full embedding J : OJ, E Ml of one categw of 
groups in another, then we are asking if 
Let us suppose that, as in our case, (!Jf consists precisely of direct limits of direct 
systems in@, and let us demand (7.3) if G, f IW,\ . Then we may conclude that. 
ifG=IimG*, 
a” 
EAF)(G) = EJIF) (I$ Ga) = 15 EAF)(Ga) = ‘$ flGa.) * 
a a a 
and the Kan extension yields the functor F1 of Theorem 3.18. Thus, if F is additive. 
condition (7.3) produces the conclusion of Theorem 3.18 without requiring Hypo- 
thesis 3. I and the special property saf P F0 in the statement of that theorem. In- 
deed the special property referred to appears as a consequence of condition (7.3). On 
the other hand there will be cases in which Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied and condition 
(7.3) is false, eag., if 4-s), is the category of countable Abetian groups. We remark, in 
particular, that condition (7.3) does hold if we take (4 0 to be the category of Anitely- 
generated Abelian groups which is, as we mentioned in the Introduction, the case 
consideaed in 161. 
The author is very much indebted to Fritz Ulmer for clarifying_ the relation of 
the procedure described in this paper to the more general approach via the Kan ex- 
tension outlined abovc. A further study of this connection will form the subject- 
matter of a subsequent paper. 
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